Structural and energetic origins of sequence-specific DNA bending: Monte Carlo simulations of papillomavirus E2-DNA binding sites.
DNA bending is an important structural feature for indirect readout in protein-DNA recognition. The binding of papillomavirus E2 transcription factors to their DNA binding sites is associated with DNA bending, providing an attractive model system to study the origins of sequence-specific DNA bending. The consensus E2 target is of the general form ACCGN(4)CGGT with a variable four base pair region. We applied a new all-atom Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm that combines effective sampling with fast conformational equilibration. The resulting MC ensembles resemble the corresponding high-resolution crystal structures very well. Distinct bending is observed for the E2-DNA binding site with a central AATT linker in contrast to an essentially straight DNA with a central ACGT linker. Contributions of specific base pair steps to the overall bending are shown in terms of local structural parameters. The analysis of conformational substates provides new insights into the energetic origins of intrinsic DNA bending.